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Nonprofit organizations seeking to diversify their investment portfolios may want to take a new look
at real estate. Traditionally, real estate has been an effective hedge against inflation. In recent
years, however, market volatility made many investors wary. Now that the market is on an upswing,
this asset class is making a comeback in certain key markets and product types with returns as high
as 15-20% in some cases.
Typically, direct investment in high quality individual properties is limited to very large nonprofits.
These organizations are usually big enough to have their own investment managers, can diversify
their holdings internally and are prepared to absorb the underlying risk associated with individual
properties. Generally, they have a team of real estate advisors to help them make informed
decisions and manage these types of investments. 
Large nonprofits that want the upside return of a private real estate deal but not so much risk, may
want to consider limited partnerships that hold interests in 20 or fewer properties. These partnership
structures provide broader diversification and thus reduce the risk. Real estate at this level,
however, tends to be relationship driven so getting into a deal often depends on who you know. 
Smaller, more risk-adverse nonprofits could consider investment vehicles like real estate investment
trusts (REITs), mutual funds, real estate stocks and exchange traded funds. All bring with them not
only broad market diversification, but also the ability to easily buy and sell holdings in the financial
markets. 
Core properties, which have tenants with long-term leases, are considered one of the least risky real
estate investments. The return here primarily comes from rental income rather than property
appreciation. As such, core properties can provide nonprofits with income stability, an important
factor in supporting the organization's mission. Commercial office buildings might be a safe bet here,
although grocery-anchored retail plazas are also a conservative option. Other possibilities include
manufacturing properties, which can be a bit more volatile, and apartment buildings, a popular
sector that may be reaching its peak.
Which sector of the market makes the most sense for nonprofits? It all depends on the size of the
organization, its portfolio, its structure, its underlying investment goals and its appetite for risk. The
purpose of this article is simply to point out how real estate is an investment option for some
nonprofits. For others, it may not be a prudent option.
Given the range of real estate investment options available today, it is essential that nonprofits
perform due diligence beforehand with the help of experienced real estate advisors. This includes
investigating the financial health of the fund, company or partnership, as well as analyzing the
specific real estate holdings and likely trends in the market.
Lastly, another way for nonprofits to add real estate to their investment portfolios is through planned



giving. Taxes can be a prime motivator for donors with real estate holdings in their portfolios. Some
may want to make an outright donation, eliminating any capital gains or other taxes that would be
triggered by the sale of a holding. Or the donor may decide to put a real estate investment into a
charitable trust that reverts to the nonprofit upon the donor's death. 
For all of these reasons, nonprofit organizations may want to start building real estate into their
investment portfolios. The risk may be worth the reward for some, but education is key. A smart
investment would be working with advisors who understand both worldsâ€”nonprofit and real
estateâ€”in order to maximize the benefits and minimize the liabilities. Understanding the risks as
well as the rewards is always necessary in any investment, and this is particularly true in the real
estate arena.
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